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Introduction
Among the major platinum(II)-based chemotherapeutic agents such as cisplatin, carboplatin, and oxaliplatin (OX),1–5 the third-generation OX exhibits better efficacy and
lower toxicity compared with cisplatin and carboplatin as well as no cross-resistance
with cisplatin.6,7 However, OX exhibits neurotoxicity, leading to chemotherapy-induced
peripheral neuropathy8,9 along with milder but similar side effects associated with
cisplatin, which limit its clinical use.
Therefore, tremendous efforts have been made during the last decades to overcome
such drug toxicities along with improved efficacy of platinum drugs using polymer
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Abstract: To develop a theranostic nanomedicine involving the antitumor-active moiety
(dach)Pt(II) (dach: trans-(±)-1,2-diaminocyclohexane) of oxaliplatin (OX), a new biocompatible polyphosphazene carrier polymer was designed by grafting with a methoxy poly(ethylene
glycol) (MPEG) to increase duration of circulation in the blood and with aminoethanol (AE)
as a spacer group. The antitumor (dach)Pt moiety was conjugated to the carrier polymer
using cis-aconitic acid (AA) as a linker, resulting in a polymer conjugate formulated as
[NP(MPEG550)(AE-AA)Pt(dach)]n, named “Polyplatin” (PP). PP was found to self-assemble
into very stable polymeric nanoparticles with a mean diameter of 55.1 nm and a critical aggregation concentration of 18.5 mg/L in saline. PP could easily be labeled with a fluorescence
dye such as Cy5.5 for imaging studies. The time-dependent ex vivo image studies on organ
distributions and clearance of Cy-labeled PP have shown that PP accumulated in the tumor
with high selectivity by the enhanced permeability and retention effect but was cleared out
from all the major organs including the liver in about 4 weeks postinjection. Another timedependent bioimaging study on distribution and clearance of PP in mouse kidney using laser
ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy has shown that PP accumulates much
less in kidney and is more rapidly excreted than monomeric OX, which is in accord with the
very low acute toxicity of PP as shown by its high LD50 value of more than 2000 mg/kg.
The pharmacokinetic study of PP has shown that it has a much longer half-life (t1/2β) of 13.3 hours
compared with the 5.21 hours of OX and about a 20 times higher area under the curve value of
42,850.8 ng h/mL compared with the 2,320.4 ng h/mL of OX. The nude mouse xenograft trials
of PP against the gastric MKN-28 tumor cell line exhibited remarkably better tumor efficacy
compared with OX at the higher tolerated dose, with lower systemic toxicity.
Keywords: polyphosphazene, anticancer agent, theranostics, nanomedicine, oxaliplatin
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therapy10,11 by exploring new polymeric platinum drugs based
on various nanostructures including polymeric micelles,
dendrimers, nanotubes, or nanocapsules.7,12 In particular,
extensive research has been focused in recent years on the
development of polymeric conjugate drugs by incorporating
the antitumor-active moiety of OX in many different kinds of
polymers. In the early stage, the active moiety (dach)Pt(II) was
conjugated simply to the poly(ethylene glycols) (PEG) using
a peptide spacer13 or to the hydrophilic N-(2-hydroxypropyl)
methacrylamide using a peptide–aminomalonate spacer
(AP5346), which is still in clinical Phase II trials.14,15 Kataoka's
group16 reported the first micellar polymeric (dach)Pt conjugate prepared by conjugation of the (dach)Pt moiety to the
amphiphilic poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(glutamic acid)
block copolymer. Their initial micellar (dach)Pt conjugate
was subjected to optimization to obtain the improved clinical
candidate compound (NC-4016),17 which entered a Phase I
clinical trial very recently.18 There are other reports on micellar
block copolymers conjugated with the (dach)Pt moiety.19,20
We have also shown in our previous reports21,22 that
polyphosphazenes conjugated with the active moiety of OX
exhibited excellent tumor selectivity by enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect.23 Most recently, we have
also reported a micellar polyphosphazene-(dach)Pt conjugate
compound,24 which self-assembled into polymeric micelles
in distilled water. However, it was later found that this polymeric conjugate did not form polymeric micelles in saline
or buffer solutions, thus hampering its clinical application.
The stability of nanostructures is one of the most essential
requirements for passive tumor targeting by EPR effect.
The bonding mode between the platinum(II) cation of the
antitumor-active (dach)Pt(II) moiety and the carboxylate or
amine group of the carrier polymer is also important, because
this determines the releasing properties of the active moiety
from the polymer in physiological conditions.10,25
It was critically pointed out in recent reviews26,27 that
translation of nanomedicines into clinical use has been very
limited because of their safety or for pharmacodynamic
reasons despite great efforts in nanotechnology during
last decades, and the paradigm for cancer therapy based
on conventional nanomedicine is changing to theranostic
nanomedicine, combining diagnostic and therapeutic functions into a single agent for more efficient personalized
therapy.28,29 Fortunately, we have found very recently that
the present drug carrier polyphosphazene bearing a long
circulating PEG and a multifunctional side group could be a
new platform of theranostic agents for cancer therapy, since
both a hydrophobic anticancer drug and an imaging agent
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could easily be introduced to the polyphosphazene carrier
polymer. In this study, we will show the theranostic and
safety aspects of the polyphosphazene-(dach)Pt conjugate
drug by performing imaging studies on its time-dependent
biodistribution and clearance from major organs.

Materials and methods
Instruments and measurements
H NMR (proton nuclear magnetic resonance) and protondecoupled 31P NMR spectra were recorded using Varian 500
MHz NMR spectrophotometer (Varian, Inc., Palo Alto, CA,
USA). Phosphoric acid was used as an internal standard for 31P
NMR spectra. The cryo-transmission of electron microscopy
(TEM) of Polyplatin (PP) (20 mg/mL) was measured as a thin
aqueous film supported on a holey carbon grid at -170°C using
the Tecnai F20 (FEI, Eindhoven, the Netherlands). The infrared
spectra were measured using FT/IR-6100 Fourier transform
infrared spectrophotometer. Elemental analysis was performed
by means of Carlo Ebra-EA1108 (Carlo Ebra Reagents, Milan,
Italy). The particle size distribution of the polyphosphazene
carrier polymer and PP were measured by dynamic light scattering method using Malvern Zetasizer instrument (Nano-ZS;
Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). The critical aggregation
concentration (CAC) of nanoparticulate PP was measured in
saline by the fluorescence pyrene method.30
1

Synthesis of the polyphosphazene
intermediate, [NP(MPEG550)(AE)]n

Poly(dichlorophosphazene), prepared based on the previously published method,31 was reacted with sodium salt
of methoxy poly(ethylene glycol) (MPEG550) to obtain a
PEGylated polyphosphazene solution according to the procedure detailed in the literature.24 Meanwhile, the sodium salt
of 2-aminoethanol (AE) prepared by reaction of AE (1.30 g,
21.3 mmol) with sodium hydride (0.61 g, 25.4 mmol) in dry
tetrahydrofuran (50 mL) for 5 hours at 0°C was filtered and
washed with diethyl ether. The sodium salt of AE dissolved
in dimethyl sulfoxide (50 mL) was added to the PEGylated
polyphosphazene solution. Finally, the mixed solution was
stirred at 50°C for 24 hours. The reaction mixture was filtered
and the filtrate was concentrated using a rotary evaporator.
The concentrated solution was dialyzed for 1 day in methanol
and 1 day in distilled water using cellulose membrane (molecular weight cutoff [MWCO]: 3.5 KDa), and then subjected
to freeze-drying to obtain the pure intermediate. Yield: 70%.
Elemental analysis (%): Calculated for C27H57N2O14P⋅H2O:
C, 47.45; H, 8.64; N, 4.10. Found: C, 47.38; H, 8.61; N, 3.95.
1
H NMR (CDCl3, ppm): δ 3.37 (s, 3H, methoxy proton of
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MPEG), 3.45–3.53 (m, 4H, methylene (CH2)2 protons of AE),
3.54–3.81 (brm, 46H, MPEG-ethylene –O–CH2–CH2– protons), 3.83–4.10 (brm, 2H, MPEG–methylene –P–O–CH2–
protons). 31P NMR (CDCl3, ppm): -2.66 (O–P–O). Lower
critical solution temperature (LCST): .100°C.

Synthesis of the polyphosphazene carrier
polymer, [NP(MPEG550)(AE)(AA)]n

To obtain a polyphosphazene drug carrier polymer, cisaconitic acid (AA) anhydride (2.35 g, 15.05 mmol) was
slowly added to a solution of [NP(MPEG550)(AE)] n
(1.0 g, 1.51 mmol) dissolved in 0.5M NaHCO3 buffer solution (pH 9.0, 50 mL) at 4°C, and 0.5 M Na2CO3 solution
was added to maintain the reaction mixture at pH 9.0,32
which was stirred for 5 hours at 4°C. The final reaction
mixture was dialyzed in distilled water using a cellulose
membrane (MWCO: 3.5 KDa). The dialyzed solution was
subjected to freeze-drying to obtain the pure carrier polymer [NP(MPEG550)(AE)(AA)]n. Yield: 78%. 1H NMR
(CDCl3, ppm): δ 3.41 (s, 3H, methoxy protons of MPEG),
3.49–3.53 (m, 6H, methylene protons of cis-aconitate and
methylene protons of AE protons), 3.57–3.83 (brm, 46H,
PEG-ethylene –O–CH2–CH2– protons), 3.83–4.05 (brm, 2H,
PEG-methylene –P–O–CH2– protons), 5.92 (s, 1H, –C=CH–
vinylic proton of the cis-aconitate). 31P NMR (CDCl3, ppm):
δ 3.95 (O–P–O). LCST: .100°C.

Synthesis of polyphosphazene-Pt
conjugate PP, [NP(MPEG550)(AE)(AA)
Pt(dach)]n

To a solution of polyphosphazene carrier polymer
[NP(MPEG550)(AE)(AA)]n (1 g, 1.22 mmol) dissolved
in methanol (10 mL), a solution of Ba(OH)2⋅8H2O (0.46 g,
1.46 mmol) in the same solvent (20 mL) was added to obtain
the barium salt of the carrier polymer. The reaction mixture was stirred for 5 hours at room temperature and then
subjected to evaporation by a rotary evaporator. To the
residue dissolved in distilled water (10 mL), a solution of
(dach)Pt(SO4) (0.59 g, 1.46 mmol, pH 7.2) in distilled water
was slowly added until the reaction mixture became neutral
at pH 7.2, and the reaction mixture was stirred for further
3 hours at room temperature. The reaction solution was
filtered to remove barium sulfate, and the filtrate was dialyzed
for 1 day in distilled water by using cellulose membrane
(MWCO: 3.5 kDa). The dialyzed solution was subjected
to freeze-drying to finally obtain the polyphosphazene(dach)Pt conjugate [NP(MPEG550)(AE)(AA)Pt(dach)] n,
named “Polyplatin”. Yield: 74%. Elemental analysis (%):
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 alculated for C39H73N4O19PPt⋅H2O; C, 40.83; H, 6.54;
C
N, 4.88. Found: C, 40.54; H, 6.34; N, 4.62. 1H NMR (D2O,
ppm): δ 1.04–1.20 (brm, 4H, cyclohexane-C-4, C-5 protons),
1.44 (brs, 2H, cyclohexane-C-3 protons), 1.82–1.93 (brm, 2H,
cyclohexane-C-6 protons), 2.02–2.52 (brm, 2H, cyclohexane
C-1, C-2 protons), 3.26 (s, 3H, methoxy proton of MPEG),
3.41–3.45 (m, 6H, methylene protons of cis-aconitate
and methylene protons of AE moiety), 3.47–3.81 (brm,
46H, MPEG-ethylene –O–CH2–CH2– protons), 3.95–4.21
(brm, 2H, MPEG-methylene –P–O–CH2– protons), 4.69
(s, 1H, –C=CH– protons of cis-aconitate). 31P NMR (D2O,
ppm): δ -4.53 (O–P–O). LCST: .100°C.

Preparation of Cy5.5-labeled PP for
imaging study
In the previous synthetic process for the carrier polymer
[NP(MPEG550)(AE)(AA)]n a little less equivalent of AA
was reacted with the AE group of the polyphosphazene
intermediate [NP(MPEG550)(AE)]n to save some unreacted
terminal amine group for Cy5.5 labeling for imaging study.
To a suspension of Cy5.5 mono acid (1 mg, 9.69×10-4 mmol),
polyphosphazene drug carrier or its (dach)Pt(II) conjugate
(60 mg, 0.06 mmol) in anhydrous DMF (5 mL) was added a
coupling agent N,N,N′,N′-tetramethyl-O-(1H-benzotriazol1-yl)uronium hexafluorophosphate (7 mg, 1.8×10-3 mmol)
and triethyl amine (0.5 mL), and finally the reaction mixture
was stirred at room temperature for 18 hours. The reaction
mixture was diluted with ethanol (50 mL) and centrifuged
in Vivaspin Polyethersulfone Ultrafiltration Spin Columns
(MWCO: 50 kDa; GE Healthcare Bio Sciences Corp., Piscataway, NJ, USA) with capacity of 6 mL at 4,000 rpm and
finally washed with water and saline several times.

Biodistribution and clearance studies of
Cy5.5-labeled PP by ex vivo imaging
For biodistribution study, BALB/C nude mice (5 weeks
old, 15–20 g) were allowed to adapt for 4 days and were
then inoculated subcutaneously with non-small-cell lung
carcinoma A549 cells (1×107 cells suspended in serum-free
Roswell Park Memorial Institute 1640 media) in the right
flank region. After 2 weeks, when the tumor reached
250–300 mm3, the Cy5.5-labeled PP dissolved in saline
(60 mg/kg) was intravenously (IV) injected into the tail vein
of the tumor-bearing mice. The animals were sacriﬁced at
12, 24, 48, and 72 hours after drug administration. Blood
samples were collected by cardiac puncture with a syringe.
Tumor, muscle, liver, kidney, spleen, lung, and blood were
harvested from animals and stored at -80°C for analysis.
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For clearance study, we used the same BALB/C nude
mice without tumor inoculation. After adaptation in the same
aforementioned way, five times higher dose of the Cy5.5labeled PP (300 mg/kg) compared with the dose used in the
biodistribution study was injected IV into the tail vein of
30 mice. The animals were sacrificed at predetermined times
postinjection, with short intervals during the first week and
then once every week thereafter. The fluorescent images
of dissected organs and tumors were obtained using 12-bit
CCD camera (Kodak Image Station 4000MM Instrument;
Carestream Health, Inc., Rochester, NY, USA) equipped
with a special C-mount lens and Cy5.5 bandpass emission
filter (680–720 nm Omega optical).
All animal experiments were approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee of Ewha Womans
University, Republic of Korea (IACUC Number 14-048).

Bioimaging of Pt in kidney of mouse by
laser ablation inductively coupled plasma
mass spectroscopy
To examine the time-dependent biodistribution and clearance
of platinum metal of PP, the majority of which is distributed
in kidneys right after IV injection, kidneys of the mice were
dissected at 2, 12, and 24 hours postinjection according to
the procedure detailed in the “Biodistribution and clearance
studies of Cy5.5-labeled PP by ex vivo imaging” section
and then sectioned into 100 μm units using the Cryostat,
followed by drying at room temperature. In addition, the
kidney samples of the mice treated with OX (as reference)
at the same dose as PP based on (dach)Pt content were prepared for comparison. These kidney samples were subjected
to Pt distribution mapping using femtosecond laser ablation
inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy.33

In vitro drug release study
The time-dependent release of the antitumor-active moiety
(dach)Pt from PP was examined under sink condition against
different buffers (pH 5.4 and 7.4) at 37°C. Each 5 mL
(2 mg/mL) of the solution was placed in a cellulose tubing membrane with MWCO of 2,000 Da and suspended in
30 mL of respective buffers under gentle magnetic stirring at
100 rpm. At predetermined time intervals, 1 mL samples were
withdrawn from the dialysate over 10 days. The amount of
released platinum was determined using inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry.

Other in vivo animal studies
Pharmacokinetic study of PP and OX (as reference) was
performed following our previous protocol,24 using male
840
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Sprague–Dawley rats weighing 260–280 g (7 weeks old)
purchased from Orient Bio, Seongnam, Republic of Korea.
Acute toxicity study of PP was carried out according to our
previous method,34 given in the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development guideline 423, using male
ICR mice aged 6 weeks and weighing 20–22 g. Finally,
in vivo nude mouse xenograft trials to evaluate the in vivo
antitumor activity of PP and OX (as reference) were performed against a gastric tumor cell line (MKN-28) according to our previous procedure,24 using BALB/C nude mice
(5 weeks old, 15–20 g).

Results and discussion
Synthesis and characterization of the
polyphosphazene carrier polymer and PP
The polyphosphazene carrier polymer and its (dach)Pt(II)
conjugate PP were prepared by the reaction illustrated in
Figure 1. Poly(dichlorophosphazene) (2) was prepared from
hexachlorocyclotriphosphazene (1) by the reported method.31
The drug carrier polymer, [NP(MPEG550)(AE)(AA)]n (5),
was prepared by stepwise nucleophilic substitutions of the
chloropolymer (2) with hydrophilic MPEG550, then with the
sodium salt of AE as a spacer group to obtain the intermediate polymer (4), and finally with AA as a linker for platination. All the substituted intermediates (3)–(6) and the final
polyphosphazene-(dach)Pt conjugate PP were characterized
by 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy (Figures S1 and S2), and,
in particular, the carrier polymer (5) and the final polymer
conjugate PP (7) were subjected to elemental analysis in
addition to their 1H and 31P NMR studies. The final PP was
obtained as a light yellow solid soluble in water and polar
organic solvents. PP was found to self-assemble into very
stable nanoparticles both in distilled water and saline, as
demonstrated in the following sections.

Physicochemical properties and bonding
mode of PP
To examine the morphology of the carrier polymer and PP,
we measured their dynamic light scattering (DLS) pattern,
since the tumor targeting properties (via EPR effect) are
strongly dependent on the particle size and shape of the polymer conjugate in aqueous solution.23 The results of the DLS
measurements of the carrier polymer and PP are displayed
in Figure 2. The polyphosphazene carrier polymer exhibited
a hydrodynamic volume of a mean diameter of 7.89 nm
(Figure 2A), but its polymeric conjugate PP was presumed
to self-assemble into nanoparticles with a mean diameter
of 55.1 nm (Figure 2B). Therefore, to further confirm the
exact morphology of PP, we measured its cryo-TEM image
International Journal of Nanomedicine 2016:11
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Figure 1 The synthetic reaction scheme for the drug carrier polyphosphazene and its conjugate Polyplatin involving the active moiety (dach)Pt of oxaliplatin.
Abbreviations: h, hour; MPEG, methoxy poly(ethylene glycol); rt, room temperature; DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide.
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Figure 2 The particle size distributions of the polyphosphazene carrier polymer (5) (A) and Polyplatin (7) (B); the cryo-TEM image of Polyplatin in saline (C) and the CAC
of Polyplatin (7) in saline measured by the fluorescence pyrene method (D).
Abbreviations: TEM, transmission electron microscopy; CAC, critical aggregation concentration.
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in saline, illustrated in Figure 2C. Surprisingly, as seen in
the figure, the self-assembled nanoparticles are not spheres
with smooth surface but coarse aggregates probably due to
the heavy (dach)Pt(II) moiety, which makes it difficult to
define their exact morphology. However, we found that these
nanoparticles are very stable aggregates with a low CAC of
18.5 mg/mL in saline (measured by the fluorescence pyrene
method), as shown in Figure 2D.30
One of the most important properties to be considered for
clinical applications of the nanoparticulate polymer conjugate in addition to the aforementioned particle size for EPR
effect is the solution stability of the conjugate nanoparticles
in physiological conditions, since the conjugate nanoparticles
should remain undestroyed during its circulation in the blood
even after dilution by injection. As mentioned, the present
conjugate nanoparticles behave like polymeric micelles; the
low CAC value (18.5 mg/L) of the present polymer conjugate may be accepted as a measure of its solution stability in
physiological conditions in contrast to no micelle formation
of our previous conjugate in saline.24
We further studied the morphology and solution stabilities of PP in aqueous solution by time-dependent NMR and
DLS measurements using the NMR sample solution of 5%
PP in D2O and the DLS sample solution of 0.5% PP in saline,
respectively. Both sample solutions were left in the dark at
room temperature for more than 3 months, but no change
was observed in the proton and phosphorous NMR spectra
and particle size distributions.
Another important property required for the amphiphilic
polymer conjugates for IV injection is the lower critical
solution temperature (LCST), since all the amphiphilic
polymers in aqueous solution exhibit an LCST at which the
polymers precipitate from their solution when the solution
temperature is raised.35 Therefore, the polymer conjugate for
IV injection must have a remarkably higher LCST than the
body temperature (37°C) in order to avoid precipitation of
the injected polymer drug in the blood system. The LCST
of the present PP measured for 5% solution was higher than
100°C, which is safe for IV injection.
Finally, the bonding mode of the platinum(II) cation to
the carboxylate anions of the linker AA connected to the
polymer spacer is also very important for releasing kinetics of the antitumor moiety (dach)Pt(II) from the polymer
conjugate, which is closely related with both drug efficacy
and toxicity. However, in general, because of structural
complexity, direct evidence on the exact bonding mode of
the (dach)Pt(II) moiety in the polymer conjugates was rarely
reported. In most of the polymeric (dach)Pt(II) conjugates
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reported,6,8,17 the (dach)Pt(II) cation was presumed to be
linearly bonded to two separate carboxylate anions linked
to the polymer backbone except for the (O, N) chelation by
amino acid.10
In this study, to confirm the bonding mode of the active
(dach)Pt moiety to the linker AA connected to the spacer
group AE of the polymer, we have simulated two different
local environments of (dach)Pt(II) bound to two different
carboxylate anions by preparing a monomeric complex
of a linearly bonded [(dach)Pt(OOCCH3)2] and a chelated
monomeric complex [(dach)Pt(AA)(AE)] (O,O-chelation
model) to compare their carboxylate vibrational modes with
those of PP [NP(MPEG550)(AE)(AA)Pt(dach)]n in their
infrared spectra (Figure S3). To compare their carboxylate
carbonyl vibrational patterns, their IR spectra in the region
of 1,200–1,800 cm-1 were directly compared, as shown in
Figure 3.
As seen in the figure, the linear diacetatoplatinum(II)
complex showed one single carbonyl stretching vibration at
1,569 cm-1, while the monomeric chelated complex [(dach)
Pt(AA)(AE)] exhibited two carbonyl stretching bands at 1,605
and 1,570 cm-1, which were similarly observed at 1,634 and
1,573 cm-1 in the present polymer conjugate PP. Therefore,
it may be concluded that the (dach)Pt moiety is chelated by
two carboxylate anions of AA linked to the polymer conjugate
PP. AA is known to be involved in the citric acid cycle and
used as acid-cleavable linker for polymer–drug conjugates.36
Therefore, the present PP was rationally designed based on
passive tumor targeting and acid-releasing kinetics in the
microenvironment of tumor cells.

Time-dependent biodistribution and
clearance of Cy5.5-labeled PP by image
study
The fluorescence intensities of the major organs including tumor, muscle, lung, kidney, spleen, liver, and blood
harvested at 12, 24, 48, and 72 hours postinjection from
the mice injected with Cy-labeled PP were measured using
Kodak Image Station 4000MM, and the results for the major
organs are shown in Figure 4A as well as that for plasma in
Figure 4B. It is seen from the reference color barcode below
the photo in Figure 4A that PP accumulated dominantly in
the tumor tissue by EPR effect23 and reached its maximum
concentration at 48 hours postinjection. The plasma concentration of PP in Figure 4B is shown to decrease slowly,
indicating longer circulation of PP in the blood. It is further
clear from the quantitative diagram of the time-dependent
fluorescence intensities of the major organs in Figure 4C
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Figure 3 Comparative IR spectra of monomeric[(dach)Pt(OOCCH3)2], [(dach)Pt(AE)(AA)], and Polyplatin [(MPEG550)(AE)(AA)Pt(dach)]n in the region of carbonyl
stretching frequencies.
Abbreviations: IR, infrared; AA, cis-aconitic acid; MPEG, methoxy poly(ethylene glycol); AE, 2-aminoethanol.

that PP concentration in the tumor was remarkably high
compared with that in all other organs, and particularly, the
tumor selectivity in terms of the tumor-to-tissue ratio was
outstanding, reaching the maximum value of 12 at 48 hours
postinjection, as shown in Figure 4D.
We have also performed clearance study of Cy-labeled
PP, since one of the most critical safety factors of polymeric
nanomedicine is its clearance from the human organs. We
injected 30 BALB/C mice without tumors a five times
higher dose of Cy-labeled PP (300 mg/kg) compared with
the dose (60 mg/kg) used for the biodistribution study. The
time-dependent fluorescence intensities of the major organs
dissected from the mice sacrificed at scheduled times after
injection were measured until the fluorescence intensity of
each organ dropped below that of each blank organ. All the
time-dependent clearance rates of PP from the major organs
are illustrated collectively in Figure 5 (data of each organ in

International Journal of Nanomedicine 2016:11

Figure S4). It is seen in the figure that at the early stage after
PP injection, kidney was the main route for its excretion, but
the PP accumulated in the liver and spleen for 2 days after its
injection was then rapidly excreted thereafter. In any case, PP
was cleared out from all the major organs including the liver
in about 4 weeks after injection, probably due to the hydrolytic degradation of the polyphosphazene backbone.37
Since nephrotoxicity is a common adverse effect of
platinum-based anticancer drugs and since even the present
polymeric conjugate drug PP exhibited dominant initial distribution in kidney as shown in Figure 5, we have examined
directly the time-dependent images of platinum metal of PP and
OX (as reference) distributed in the kidney by means of a most
recently developed technique, the laser ablation inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry, and the results are shown in
Figure 6. From the color barcode, it can be seen that the platinum
image at 2 hours postinjection OX showed dominant but a little
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Figure 4 Time-dependent biodistribution of Polyplatin in major organs of A549 lung-tumor-bearing mice.
Notes: Fluorescence images of major organs including tumor (A) and plasma (B) abstracted from the tumor-bearing mice from 12 to 72 hours postinjection, and the relative
area-based fluorescence intensities (C) and the TTR (D).
Abbreviations: h, hour; TTR, tumor to tissue ratio.
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Figure 5 Clearance rates of Polyplatin from major organs after its injection in terms
of fluorescence intensity.
Abbreviation: h, hours.
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heterogeneous distribution around the kidney, while that of PP
exhibited much less and relatively homogeneous distribution of
platinum metal overall in kidney. In addition, it was observed
from the platinum images at 12 and 24 hours postinjection that
the present PP was excreted from the kidney much more rapidly
compared with OX, which is in accord with the results of the
acute toxicity study of PP to be presented later.

Pharmacokinetics of PP
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To compare the pharmacokinetic behavior of the present
polymeric PP with the monomeric OX (as reference), we
performed pharmacokinetic studies in male Sprague–Dawley
rats using the standard protocol.24 The important pharmacokinetic parameters derived from the time-dependent plasma
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Figure 6 Time-dependent biodistribution and clearance images of platinum metal of PP and OX in mouse kidney.
Abbreviations: PP, Polyplatin; OX, oxaliplatin.

concentrations of PP and OX (as reference) (Figure S5)
are listed in Table 1. Although the time-dependent plasma
concentration curves of PP and OX both exhibited biphasic
kinetic patterns like most other small molecular platinum(II)
drugs, there are remarkable differences in their pharmacokinetic parameters (listed in Table 1).
It is seen from the table that the present polymeric
PP exhibited more than twice longer half-life of the
β phase (t1/2 β) and more than 18 times larger area under
the curve value (ng h/mL), reflecting the total time of drug
exposure in the body and bioavailability, compared with the
monomeric OX. Such a large area under the curve value of

International Journal of Nanomedicine 2016:11

Table 1 Pharmacokinetic (PK) parameters after a single IV injection
of Polyplatin and oxaliplatin at the dose of 1 mg (dach)Pt/kg to
male rats
PK parameters

Oxaliplatin

Polyplatin

C0 (ng/mL)
t1/2α (h)
t1/2β (h)
Cl (mL/h)
MRT (h)
Vss (mL)
AUC (ng h/mL)

2,365.1
0.08
5.21

5,288.3
0.62
13.28

116.36
6.75
785.24
2,320.42

6.30
17.95
113.09
42,850.76

Abbreviations: C0, initial plasma concentration; t1/2α, half-life in the α phase; t1/2β,
half-life in the β phase; Cl, total clearance; MRT, mean residence time; Vss, volume
of distribution at steady state; AUC, the area under the plasma concentration–time
curve; IV, intravenous; h, hour.
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Acute toxicity of PP
ICR mice were injected with PP in saline at doses of 5, 50,
300, and 2,000 mg/kg of PP to obtain its LD50 value and evaluate acute toxicity by IV injection. After injection, the mortality and changes in the body weight of the mice were recorded
daily for a total of 14 days. No mortality was observed even
at the highest dose of 2,000 mg/kg, and there was no considerable difference in body weight change depending on the
dose injected (Figure S6). Therefore, the LD50 value of PP
was estimated to be higher than 2,000 mg/kg, which implies
very low toxicity of PP.

In vitro release of the (dach)Pt(II) moiety
from PP
To investigate the pH-dependent releasing behavior of the
active (dach)Pt moiety from PP in physiological condition,
in vitro drug releasing experiments were performed by
dialysis of PP in pH 5.4 and pH 7.4 phosphate buffer solutions at 37°C using a cellulose tubing membrane with MWCO
of 2,000 Da. The time-dependent platinum content released
from PP in a sustained and pH-sensitive manner was measured using inductively coupled plasma atomic absorption
spectrometry, and the results are displayed in Figure 7. The
proton NMR study on the released products indicated that
(dach)Pt(II) moiety released from the conjugate formed the
major part (.70%) along with small amounts of fragmented
conjugate oligomers. The accumulated amount of platinum


In vivo nude mouse xenograft trials
To compare the drug efficacy of PP with that of the monomeric OX (as reference), in vivo xenograft trials of PP and
OX have been performed using BALB/C nude mice (5 weeks
old, 15–20 g) against the gastric tumor cell line (MKN-28).
Both PP and OX in distilled water were administered to mice
IV according to the standard schedule of triple injections on
days 1, 5, and 9, and the results are displayed in Figure 8.
To compare the antitumor activity of PP with that of OX,
the dose of PP was determined based on the same content
of (dach)Pt moiety of OX. The (dach)Pt content in OX is
about 78%, and the known optimal dose of 10 mg/kg of
OX corresponds to 7.8 mg (dach)Pt/kg. Therefore, in this
experiment, the tumor growth inhibition effect of PP was
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Figure 7 The release profiles of (dach)Pt(II) moiety from Polyplatin in pH 5.4 and
pH 7.4 buffer solutions.
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released from PP at pH 5.4 for 24 hours was approximately
25% of the total loaded (dach)Pt(II) and that for 10 days was
98%, while at pH 7.4, the accumulated amount of released
(dach)Pt(II) was 18% and 72% for 24 hours and 10 days,
respectively.
Such data indicate that our rational design of PP by introduction of AA as an acid cleavable linker for platination was
appropriate, since (dach)Pt(II) moiety is better released from
PP in the acidic condition, similar to the tumor microenvironment (as expected). Such a drug-releasing behavior seems to
be related with the pH values mainly because the carboxylateto-platinum(II) bond in the polyphosphazene-Pt(II) conjugate
PP is more hydrolysable in acidic solutions than in neutral
solutions.22 Such a fact is beneficial to delivery at acidic
pH that prevails in the tumor microenvironment and can
contribute to intratumoral site-specific release of the active
moiety (dach)Pt(II) in cancerous cells.
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PP compared with that of monomeric OX is presumed to
be ascribed to about 18 times longer clearance time of PP
(6.3 mL/h) compared with OX (116.36 mL/h), probably
due to the long blood circulation time of the PEGylated
polyphosphazene carrier polymer.
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Figure 8 The results of xenograft trials of Polyplatin and oxaliplatin as reference
against the gastric MKN-28 cell line.
Note: Polyplatin was dosed at 8 and 16 mg/kg based on the (dach)Pt content, which
are equivalent to 8 and 16 mg (dach)Pt/kg of oxaliplatin, respectively.
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compared with OX at the dose of 8 mg (dach)Pt/kg in the
polymer conjugate. As is seen in Figure 8, PP has shown
antitumor activity comparable to OX at the optimal dose
of 8 mg (dach)Pt/kg, but much better activity at the double
dose of 16 mg (dach)Pt/kg without any death of the five test
mice. However, at the double dose of 16 mg (dach)Pt/kg
of OX, all the mice were dead right after the second treatment, which is not shown in the figure, probably because
of overdose of OX (LD50 of OX is known to be 14 mg
(dach)Pt/kg).
The body weight changes of the mice treated with PP
and OX (as reference) were observed (Figure S7). The mice
treated with PP showed nearly no body weight changes both
at low and high doses even during the drug injection period
(days 1, 5, and 9), while mice treated with OX showed a
significant weight loss of 5%–6% during the drug injection period. In conclusion, PP exhibited remarkably higher
antitumor activity with lower systemic toxicity, which is in
accord with all the aforementioned physicochemical and
animal data.

Conclusion
A novel theranostic nanomedicine was prepared by
conjugating the antitumor (dach)Pt moiety of OX to a
newly designed polyphosphazene carrier polymer bearing
MPEG550 and AE as side groups. This polyphosphazene(dach)Pt conjugate named “Polyplatin” was found to
self-assemble into very stable nanoparticles with a mean
diameter of 55.1 nm and a low CAC of 18.5 mg/L, which
is ideal for passive tumor targeting. Furthermore, PP was
easily labeled with a fluorescence dye, Cy5.5, for various
imaging studies. The time-dependent ex vivo imaging studies of the Cy-labeled PP have shown that PP IV injected
into mice exhibited not only high tumor selectivity by
EPR effect but also clearance from all the major organs in
about 4 weeks postinjection. In addition, time-dependent
bioimaging study of Pt distributed in the kidney of mouse
injected with PP and OX (as reference) clearly showed that
PP accumulated much less in the kidney and was excreted
much more rapidly than OX. Such a result is in accord with
the extremely low acute toxicity of PP, showing a very high
value of LD50 (.2,000 mg/kg), indicating very low toxicity of PP. The nude mouse xenograft trials of PP and OX
(as reference) against the gastric MKN-28 tumor cell line
have shown that PP exhibited remarkably better antitumor
efficacy with low systemic toxicity compared with OX.
Therefore, PP is a strong candidate as a theranostic agent
for clinical studies.
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Figure S1 1H NMR spectra of the polyphosphazene carrier polymer[NP(PEG550)(AE)(AA)]n (A) and its (dach)Pt(II) conjugate [NP(MPEG550)(AE)(AA)Pt(dach)]n (B).
Abbreviations: 1H NMR, proton nuclear magnetic resonance; Pt, platinum; AA, cis-aconitic acid; PEG, poly(ethylene glycol); AE, 2-aminoethanol.
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Figure S2 P NMR spectra of the half PEGylated polymer [NP(MPEG550)Cl]n (A), carrier polymer [NP(MPEG550)(AE)(AA)]n (B), and its Pt conjugate [NP(MPEG550)(AE)
(AA)Pt(dach)]n (C).
Notes: The mole ratio of MPEG550 and AA as side groups in polymer was estimated by the integration ratio of the methoxy protons of MPEG550 appearing at 3.27 ppm
and methylene protons of AA as well as aminoethanol moiety appearing at 3.41 ppm and 3.44–3.53 ppm. The 31P NMR spectrum of the half PEGylated polyphosphazene
precursor exhibits one single sharp peak at -10.9 ppm due to the O–P–Cl fragments, but the carrier polymer and its (dach)Pt conjugate show very broad single peaks at
-3.95 and -5.19 ppm, respectively, due to the phosphorus resonance of the –O–P–O– fragments.
Abbreviations: 31P NMR, phosphorus-31 nuclear magnetic resonance; Pt, platinum; PEG, polyethylene glycol; AA, cis-aconitic acid; AE, sodium salt of 2-aminoethanol.
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Figure S3 IR spectra of [(dach)Pt(OOCCH3)2] (A), carrier polymer [NP(MPEG550)(AE)(AA)]n (B), and its Pt conjugate Polyplatin [NP(MPEG550)(AE)(AA)Pt(dach)]n (C).
Abbreviations: IR, infrared; Pt, platinum; AA, cis-aconitic acid; PEG, poly(ethylene glycol); AE, 2-aminoethanol.
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Figure S4 Clearance rates of Polyplatin: time-dependent fluorescence intensities of each major organ.
Abbreviation: h, hour.
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Figure S5 Time-dependent plasma concentrations of platinum after single intravenous injection of Polyplatin and oxaliplatin at the dose of 1 mg (dach)Pt/kg to male rats
(plasma was pooled from three animals per treatment group): Polyplatin (■); oxaliplatin(●).
Abbreviations: h, hour; Pt, platinum.
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Figure S6 Changes in body weight of CRC mice treated with Polyplatin at predetermined doses according to the OECD guideline.
Abbreviations: CRC, colorectal cancer; OECD, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.
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Figure S7 The body weight changes of the mice treated with Polyplatin and oxaliplatin as reference.
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